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WEPZANEWS 
 
 
Tax Incentives work! 
The World Bank and IMF often assert that fiscal incentives, such as tax holidays, are 
ineffective in attracting foreign direct investment.  However, an anticipated tax cut from 30% 
to 12 1/2% in Northern Ireland is expected to help foreign direct investment increase 20 
times, to US$6.5 billion, according to Goodbody Stockbrokers.  That would seem to be pretty 
significant. 
 
United States “Workshop of the World”! 
The United States has been a major source of foreign direct investment and jobs in economic 
zones throughout the world.  It is widely accepted that these offshore manufacturing 

operations have resulted in a decline in 
manufacturing in the United States.  It is 
widely accepted—but wrong.  The chart 
shows US manufacturing output has been 
rising rapidly for most of the last 20 years.  
Indeed, despite the reports, US 
manufacturing has never produced more 
goods or been more productive than it is 
today!   
 
China has been called the “Workshop of the 
World” due to its growth in export 
manufacture.  Someday it may be true, but not 
today. US manufacturing output alone, about 
12% of the US economy, is larger than the 
entire Chinese Economy.  All the tea produced 
in China, all the rice, all the government, all 
the tourist service, all the transportation, all 
the construction, all the manufacturing, all of 
everything China produced, all added together 
does not equal the value of US manufacturing 
output alone.  By a large measure, the United 
States is still the workshop of the world!  
Don’t be misled by what you “know” that 

isn’t true.  The United States is still the largest manufacturing economy in the world, and it is 
still a great source for manufacturing investment for your economic zones and a great 
market for your zones products. 
 

US Manufacturing Output
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UAE Free Zone Tax? 
Federal authorities in the United Arab Emirates issued a Federal Cabinet Decree (N.262/4 of 
2004) imposing an export tax on scrap metal of US$68 a ton.  This was effective September 
13, 2004.  Companies in the free zone, where some large scrap metal dealers exist, were not 
at the time asked to pay the export tax.  Now, a letter from the Dubai Customs Authority 
claims that free zone companies are liable for the tax.  They are trying to retroactively collect 
millions of dollars, and have given the companies 15 days to settle up or have future 
shipments affected.   
 
Investment advisers and operating companies are concerned that the federal authorities are 
overruling the free zone authorities.  They claim that federal customs officials have told them 
that the decree "was above all free zones."   However, the UAE free zones have for many 
years promoted freedom from such export taxes as one of their incentives.   
 
Free zone investors must have confidence that free zones can deliver on the incentives 
offered.  Bahrain used to have a thriving offshore banking operation based on the promise of 
free movement of money.  However, during the First Gulf War the country tried to protect its 
deposit base by imposing capital controls.  The banking sector has never recovered. The 
UAE took advantage of Bahrain's policy misstep to become the banking center for the 
Middle East. 
 
If this decision is not repealed, investors will be justifiably concerned that other free zone 
incentives can be revoked at any time.  WEPZA will follow up to determine if this 
infringement of free zone investor’s rights will survive.  If it does, it may provide an 
opportunity for other free zones to attract significant investment away from the formerly 
successful UAE Free Zones. 
 
WTO 
The Doha negotiations at the WTO are proceeding just as we have expected.  That is to say 
that despite the press reports about offers, there has been no meaningful progress.  The 
European Union tied its agricultural offer, which is far below expectations, to already 
rejected conditions in service negotiations.  The result is a diplomatically flowery flourish, a 
media circus, but no meaningful offer. 
 
For the first time, there has been semi-serious talk in Geneva of canceling the Hong Kong 
Ministerial since there will be next to nothing to accomplish there.  The important question 
now seems to be whether the WTO will continue to be bogged down in a fatally flawed Doha 
process, or will be liberated to create a more realistic and achievable negotiating guideline.  
If I were a betting man I would wager that the Hong Kong meeting will take place, and the 
Doha process will linger.  This is primarily because no one will have the courage to stop the 
futile process. 
 
Robert Haywood 
Director, WEPZA 


